Evolutionary novelties have been important in the history of life, but their origins are usually difficult to examine in detail. We previously described the evolution of a novel trait, aerobic citrate utilization (Cit 1 ), in an experimental population of Escherichia coli. Here we analyse genome sequences to investigate the history and genetic basis of this trait. At least three distinct clades coexisted for more than 10,000 generations before its emergence. The Cit 1 trait originated in one clade by a tandem duplication that captured an aerobically expressed promoter for the expression of a previously silent citrate transporter. The clades varied in their propensity to evolve this novel trait, although genotypes able to do so existed in all three clades, implying that multiple potentiating mutations arose during the population's history. Our findings illustrate the importance of promoter capture and altered gene regulation in mediating the exaptation events that often underlie evolutionary innovations.
Evolutionary novelties are qualitatively new traits that open up ecological opportunities and thereby promote diversification 1, 2 . These traits are thought to arise typically by the exaptation of genes that previously encoded other functions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] through processes such as domain shuffling 7 , altered regulation 8 and duplication followed by neo-functionalization 9, 10 . Multiple mutations may be necessary to produce the new function 9, 11 , and thus its potential to evolve may be contingent on subtle differences between species, populations or even genotypes. A complete understanding of the evolution of a novel trait requires explanation of its ecological function, its physiological basis, the underlying mutations and the history of the accumulated changes 2 .
Evolution experiments with microorganisms offer unparalleled opportunities to assess the evolution of novel traits [12] [13] [14] [15] . Microbes have rapid generations and large populations, and new technologies allow discovery of mutations throughout their genomes [16] [17] [18] [19] . Samples can be frozen and revived, allowing phylogenies and mutational histories to be constructed and analysed 18, 19 .
Twelve populations of Escherichia coli have been propagated in the long-term evolution experiment (LTEE) for over 40,000 generations in a glucose-limited minimal medium 13 . The medium also contains abundant citrate, which is present as a chelating agent 20 , but E. coli cannot exploit citrate as a carbon and energy source in the wellaerated conditions of the experiment 21, 22 . The inability to grow aerobically on citrate is a long-recognized trait that, in part, defines E. coli as a species 23 . Spontaneous citrate-using (Cit 1 ) mutants are extraordinarily rare 24 , but a Cit 1 variant evolved in one population (designated Ara-3) around 31,000 generations 20 . Cit 1 cells became dominant after 33,000 generations, although Citcells persisted. This shift was accompanied by a several-fold increase in total population size owing to the high concentration of citrate relative to glucose in the medium.
The emergence of the Cit 1 trait was contingent upon one or more earlier mutations in the population's history. When evolution was replayed from clones isolated at various time points, clones from later generations were more likely to produce Cit 1 mutants than did the ancestor and other early clones 20 . This finding implied that a genetic background evolved that 'potentiated' the evolution of this trait. In principle, this effect could involve two distinct mechanisms. One possibility is that the rate of mutation, or certain types of mutation, increased such that the required event was more likely to occur in later generations. The other possibility is an epistatic interaction, such that the expression of a mutation that produced the Cit 1 trait required one or more preceding mutations. Here we report the results of extensive whole-genome re-sequencing that allowed us to reconstruct the population's history, identify mutations underlying the Cit 1 phenotype, and elucidate the physiological basis of this novel trait.
Genome sequences and phylogeny
We sequenced 29 clones sampled at various generations from population Ara-3, including nine Cit 1 and three Citclones known to be potentiated 20 ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Mutations including singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as well as deletions, insertions and some chromosomal rearrangements were identified (Supplementary Table 2 ) by comparing reads to the genome of the ancestral strain, REL606 (ref. 25) . Inversions and other rearrangements that involved long sequence repeats would have escaped detection.
We reconstructed the population's phylogenetic history from presence-absence matrices of all mutations identified in the sequenced genomes. Figure 1 shows that the population was polymorphic for most of its history. Several clades, each represented by multiple clones, arose before 20,000 generations. One of them, which we call UC (unsuccessful clade), was not seen after 15,000 generations. Clades C1, C2 and C3 coexisted through the evolution of Cit 1 and beyond. C1 includes four clones, the earliest from generation 25,000, although a molecular clock ( Fig. 1 inset) implies that C1 diverged from the ancestor of C2 and C3 before 15,000 generations. C2 and C3 had diverged by generation 20,000. C3 includes both Citclones and all the Cit 1 clones, although the first Cit 1 cells did not arise until ,31,000 generations. Two mechanisms may explain the prolonged coexistence of the Citlineages. First, they may all have acquired beneficial mutations without one gaining enough advantage to fix 26 . Alternatively, they might have filled subtly different niches, such as through the differential use of secreted metabolites 27, 28 .
The sequenced Cit 1 clones from generation 36,000 and later have an SNP in the mutS gene that produces a premature stop codon and truncates the MutS protein, thereby causing a defect in methyldirected mismatch DNA repair 29 . We sequenced mutS from three Cit 1 clones from each of generations 33,000, 34,000, 35,000, 36,000, 37,000 and 38,000, and found this SNP in 0, 0, 2, 3 and 3 clones, respectively, indicating that the mutation arose after the origin of the Cit 1 lineage. Also, none of the 20 Citgenomes has this mutation. As a consequence, Cit 1 genomes from later generations accumulated SNPs much faster than Citand early Cit 1 genomes ( Fig. 1 inset) . Mutator phenotypes evolved in several other populations in the LTEE 18, 30 , so this change was not unique to the Cit 1 lineage.
Evolution of the Cit 1 function
The evolution of the Cit 1 trait involved three successive processes: potentiation, actualization and refinement. The ancestor's rate of mutation to Cit 1 was immeasurably low, with an upper bound of 3.6 3 10 213 per cell-generation 20 . Potentiation refers to the evolution of a genetic background in which this function became accessible by mutation. An extremely weak Cit 1 variant had emerged by 31,500 generations, which represents the actualization step. The new function was then refined, which allowed the efficient exploitation of citrate, the rise of the Cit 1 subpopulation to numerical dominance, and the expansion of the total population size. Of these processes, actualization is the most tractable for study owing to the discrete phenotypic change, and we therefore focused on identifying and characterizing the mutational basis of actualization. With that information in hand, additional analyses then shed new light on the processes of refinement and potentiation.
Actualization of the Cit 1 function
One reason that E. coli cannot grow aerobically on citrate is its inability to transport citrate 24, 31, 32 . The origin of the Cit 1 phenotype therefore required expression of a citrate transporter. All nine sequenced Cit 1 genomes have two or more tandem copies of a 2,933-base-pair segment that includes part of the citrate fermentation (cit) operon ( Fig. 2a ). The amplified segment contains two genes: rna, which encodes RNase I 33 , and citT, which encodes a broad-spectrum C 4 -di-and tri-carboxylic acid transporter that functions in fermentation as a citrate/succinate antiporter 32 . The boundary upstream of citT is in the 39 end of the citG gene, which encodes triphosphoribosyldephospho-CoA synthase, whereas the boundary downstream of rna is in the 59 end of rnk, which encodes a regulator of nucleoside diphosphate kinase 34 . This amplification is not present in the ancestor or any of the sequenced Citgenomes, and it is only found in population samples after the evolution of the Cit 1 lineage (Supplementary Table 3 ). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) screens also failed to detect this segment in 27 Citclones from generations 33,000 through 40,000, whereas it was found in all 33 Cit 1 clones from the same generations (Supplementary Table 4 ).
Amplification mutations can alter the spatial relationship between structural genes and regulatory elements, potentially causing altered regulation and novel traits [35] [36] [37] [38] . The structure of the cit amplification led us to propose that the Cit 1 trait arose from an amplificationmediated promoter capture ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The amplification joined upstream rnk and downstream citG fragments, producing an rnk-citG hybrid gene expressed from the upstream rnk promoter. Because the citT and citG genes are normally monocistronic, the downstream copy of citT should therefore be co-transcribed with the hybrid gene. If the rnk promoter directs transcription under oxic conditions, then the new rnk-citT regulatory module might allow CitT expression during aerobic metabolism and thereby confer a Cit 1 phenotype 32 .
To test this hypothesis, we first examined the capacity of the rnk-citT module to support citT expression in oxic conditions. We constructed a low-copy (one to two per cell) plasmid, pCDrnk-citTlux, with an rnk-citT module in which citT was replaced by the luxCDABE reporter operon. We made two other plasmids, pCDrnklux and pCDcitTlux, in which the reporter was under the control of the native upstream regulatory regions of rnk and citT, respectively. We transformed each plasmid into REL606, the ancestral strain; ZDB30, a potentiated C3 clone from generation 32,000; and ZDB172, a weakly Cit 1 clone from generation 32,000. We measured expression (light production) during growth and stationary phase under oxic conditions ( Fig. 3 ). The native citT regulatory region showed no expression (above background) in any strain, indicating that citT is normally silent under oxic conditions. The native rnk regulatory region was expressed in all three strains, with a peak around the transition into stationary phase. Expression from the evolved rnk-citT module was much weaker, but there were small spikes in expression in ZDB30 and ZDB172 coincident with peak expression from the native rnk regulatory region. These results indicate that the rnk-citT module can support citT expression during aerobic metabolism.
This hypothesis also predicts that the introduction of the rnk-citT module should confer a Cit 1 phenotype, whereas the loss of the cit 
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amplification should cause reversion to a Citstate. We tested whether the rnk-citT module confers a Cit 1 phenotype by inserting a single copy of an amplification fragment containing the rnk promoter immediately upstream of the chromosomal copy of citT ( Fig. 4a ) in potentiated clone ZDB30. This construct, ZDB595, indeed has a Cit 1 phenotype, although it is extremely weak, similar to the earliest evolved Cit 1 variants (Fig. 4b ).
In the same medium used in the LTEE, ZDB595 experienced a lag of more than 60 h after glucose depletion, followed by a short period of abortive and inconsistent growth on citrate (Fig. 4b, c ). These data indicate that the initial Cit 1 type was too weak to allow exploitation of citrate under the daily-transfer regime of the LTEE. Nonetheless, ZDB595 had a small (1.0%) but significant competitive advantage over ZDB30 in the same environment (n 5 10, t 5 3.09, two-tailed P 5 0.0128). We also isolated 13 Citrevertants of a 33,000-generation Cit 1 clone, CZB154. All had lost the cit amplification based on both PCR and Southern blot analyses ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ), further supporting the hypothesis that the amplification event had produced the Cit 1 phenotype.
Refinement of the Cit 1 function
Given the extremely weak initial Cit 1 phenotype, additional mutations must have refined the new function.
Refinement is an open-ended process, and we focus only on early refining mutations that led to the rise of Cit 1 cells to high frequency and the concurrent expansion of the population. These mutations are evidenced by the improvement on citrate of Cit 1 clones isolated between 31,500 and 33,000 generations ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). We examined the genomes of the five sequenced Cit 1 clones from before the population expansion, including one from generations 31,500, 32,000 and 32,500 and two from generation 33,000. We focused on the mutations on the line of descent for the Cit 1 subpopulation, where that line is defined by the presence of the same mutations in clones from generations 34,000, 36,000 and 38,000 ( Supplementary Tables 5-8) . Two SNPs and one insertion sequence (IS) element were present in only one of the 33,000generation genomes. The IS insertion and one SNP seem unrelated to growth on citrate. The remaining SNP is in the regulatory region of dctA, which encodes a transporter of succinate and other C 4 -di-carboxylic acids 39 . This mutation may improve recovery of succinate exported in exchange for citrate. However, the other 33,000-generation clone grew better on citrate ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Thus, the dctA mutation does not seem to be responsible for the population expansion, although it might have been advantageous to its carriers. These early Cit 1 genomes also show increases in cit copy number. The earliest one had a tandem duplication, whereas later genomes had a three-copy tandem array within a larger tandem duplication, a fourcopy tandem array, a tandem duplication in a larger three-copy tandem array and a nine-copy tandem array (Supplementary Table 9 ). Changes in amplification copy number readily occur by recombination, and they have been implicated in the refinement of other weak functions 40, 41 . These changes increased the number of rnk-citT modules relative to the earliest Cit 1 genome ( Fig. 5a ) and presumably increased the expression of CitT as well. To test whether an increased number of rnk-citT modules could have caused the population expansion, we cloned the module (Fig. 5b) into the high-copy plasmid pUC19 (ref. 42 ) and moved the resulting plasmid, pZBrnk-citT, into the potentiated clone ZDB30. The resulting strain, ZDB612, is strongly Cit 1 , rapidly transitions from glucose to citrate and grows similarly to the 33,000-generation clone CZB152 (Fig. 5c ). The increased number of rnk-citT modules can thus explain the refinement of the Cit 1 phenotype that allowed the population expansion. 
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In contrast to the early variation in cit amplification, later Cit 1 genomes have four-copy tandem arrays (Fig. 5a ). Amplifications tend to be unstable 40, 41 , and further refinement may have favoured more stable classes of mutations. The evolution of the mutator phenotype in the Cit 1 lineage complicates efforts to identify these later refining mutations, but some interesting candidates include SNPs in citT itself: gltA, which encodes citrate synthase; and aceA, which encodes isocitrate lyase.
Potentiation of Cit 1 evolution
Before the Cit 1 trait could evolve, the Ara-3 population had to evolve a genetic background in which that new function was accessible by mutation. Potentiation was demonstrated by 'replay' experiments using 270 clones sampled over the population's history 20 . The replays produced 17 Cit 1 mutants that derived from 13 clones, all from generation 20,000 or later. Fluctuation tests confirmed that potentiated clones had increased mutation rates to Cit 1 , although such mutations were still extremely rare 20 .
Phylogeny implies multiple potentiating mutations The potentiating mutations are not known to confer any phenotype amenable to screening, so there is no simple way to distinguish between potentiated and non-potentiated clones. Instead, we examined the distribution of the 13 potentiated clones identified by the replay experiments using mutations (Supplementary Table 10 ) that differentiated clades UC, C1, C2 and C3 (Fig. 1 ). We also determined the distribution of the other 256 evolved clones used in the replays to assess the coverage of the clades in those experiments ( Supplementary  Fig. 4 ). Overall, 205 clones were assigned to clades, including 12 potentiated clones ( Supplementary Table 11 ). Sixteen from generations 15,000 and earlier were in clade UC. The others came from generations 20,000 and later including 55 in C1, 97 in C2, and 37 in C3. Potentiated clones occurred in all three with 8 in C3 and 2 each in C1 and C2. Nonetheless, this distribution is highly non-random (twotailed Fisher's exact test comparing C3 with C1 and C2 combined, P 5 0.0003; this test shows no difference between C1 and C2, P 5 0.6206). These data, and the absence of any Cit 1 mutants generated by the ancestor, indicate that potentiation involved at least two mutations, with one arising before these three clades diverged and another in C3 ( Fig. 1) .
Alternative hypotheses
Two distinct mechanisms might explain the potentiation effect. One is epistasis, whereby an interaction between the potentiating background and the actualizing mutation is needed to express the Cit 1 phenotype. The second is that the background physically promoted the final mutation; for example, a later rearrangement may require some prior genomic rearrangement. If expression of Cit 1 required earlier mutations, then the rnk-citT module should confer a weaker Cit 1 phenotype in a non-potentiated background than a potentiated background. Alternatively, if potentiation facilitated the amplification event itself, then that module should produce an equally strong Cit 1 phenotype in both potentiated and non-potentiated backgrounds.
Evidence for epistasis
To test these predictions, we first tried to move the single-copy rnk-citT module into the ancestral chromosome, but several attempts were unsuccessful. This outcome is not surprising under the epistasis hypothesis; a key step was screening potential recombinants for citrate use, and the single-copy module conferred an extremely weak Cit 1 phenotype even in a potentiated C3 clone (Fig. 4) . Instead, we moved plasmid pZBrnk-citT into the ancestor and clones from clades C1, C2 and C3, and examined their growth trajectories (Fig. 6 ). All four transformants grew on citrate after depleting the glucose. However, transformants of the ancestor and C1 and C2 clones grew poorly on citrate, even with this high-copy plasmid, as shown by long lags while transitioning from glucose to citrate, low yields, and inconsistent trajectories across replicates (Fig. 6a-c) . By contrast, ZDB612, the transformant of a potentiated C3 clone, grew much faster, more extensively, and consistently across replicates (Fig. 6d) . These differences demonstrate epistatic interactions between the rnk-citT module and mutations that distinguish the backgrounds.
These data also support the phylogenetic association between clade C3 and the strength of potentiation in the replay experiments. We examined C3 for candidate mutations that may contribute to potentiation. A mutation in arcB, which encodes a histidine kinase 43 , is noteworthy because disabling that gene upregulates the tricarboxylic acid cycle 44 . That mutation might interact with the rnk-citT module by allowing efficient use of citrate that enters the cell via the CitT transporter. We tried repeatedly to move the evolved and ancestral arcB alleles between strains to test this hypothesis, but without success. In any case, the profound differences in growth trajectories on citrate enabled by the high-copy plasmid (Fig. 6 ) support the hypothesis that potentiation depends, at least partly, on epistasis between the genetic background and the amplification mutation that generated that module.
Evidence against the physical-promotion hypothesis
We examined the Cit 1 mutants from the replay experiments 20 for additional evidence on the nature of potentiation. The physicalpromotion hypothesis predicts that these mutants should have cit amplifications similar or identical to the original one. If epistatic interactions enhanced citT expression only from the rnk promoter, then the prediction would be the same. However, if epistasis operated at some broader physiological level, then the replays should have diverse mutations that share only the property that they enable expression of the citrate transporter in the oxic environment of the LTEE. We examined 19 re-evolved Cit 1 mutants to identify the relevant mutations; the citT region was examined in all of them, and the genomes of six were sequenced. All have mutations affecting citT, and most clearly put that gene downstream of a new promoter ( Supplementary Table 12 ). Four sequenced Cit 1 mutants were derived from Citclones that were also sequenced. Besides citTrelated mutations, these sequenced mutants had one to three other mutations; no gene was mutated in multiple cases, and none seem related to citrate use ( Supplementary Table 13) , supporting the 
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inference that the citT mutations were responsible for all of the reevolved Cit 1 phenotypes. The Cit 1 mutants arose by diverse mutational processes ( Supplementary Table 12 ). Eight have citT duplications similar to the original one, though no two share the same boundaries (Fig. 7) . In seven of these, the duplications generated alternative versions of the rnk-citT module; in the other, the second citT is downstream of the rna promoter. Six mutants have an IS3 element inserted in the 39 end of citG ( Fig. 7) . IS3 carries outward-directed promoter elements that can activate adjacent genes 27, 45 . Two mutants have large duplications encompassing all or part of the cit operon. One mutant has a large inversion that places most of that operon downstream of the promoter for the fimbria regulatory gene fimB, and another has a deletion in citG that presumably formed a new promoter. Also, most of these mutants have stronger phenotypes ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ) than the earliest Cit 1 clones in the main experiment ( Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). In any case, this new function arose in potentiated backgrounds by a variety of mutational processes that recruited several different promoters to allow CitT expression during aerobic metabolism. Thus, these data do not support the physical-promotion hypothesis, whereas the strain-specific differences in growth on citrate conferred by the rnk-citT module provide clear and compelling evidence for epistasis ( Fig. 6 ). However, these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, and we cannot reject the possibility that some mutation rendered the genome (or the affected region) more prone to physical rearrangements (including mobile-element insertions) and thereby also contributed to the overall potentiation effect.
Perspective
The evolution of citrate use in an experimental E. coli population provided an unusual opportunity to study the multi-step origin of a key innovation. Comparative studies have shown that gene duplications have an important creative role in evolution by generating redundancies that allow neo-functionalization 5, 6, [8] [9] [10] . Our findings highlight the less-appreciated capacity of duplications to produce new functions by promoter capture events that change gene regulatory networks 38 . The evolution of citrate use also highlights that such actualizing mutations are only part of the process by which novelties arise. Before a new function can arise, it may be essential for a lineage to evolve a potentiating genetic background that allows the actualizing mutation to occur or the new function to be expressed. Finally, novel functions often emerge in rudimentary forms that must be refined to exploit the ecological opportunities. This three-step process-in which potentiation makes a trait possible, actualization makes the trait manifest, and refinement makes it effective-is probably typical of many new functions.
METHODS SUMMARY
Evolution experiment. Twelve E. coli B populations were propagated for over 20 years by daily 100-fold transfers into a minimal medium, DM25, containing 139 mM glucose and 1,700 mM citrate 13, 46 . Population samples were frozen every 500 generations. The focus of this study was population Ara-3, in which the ability to grow on citrate under oxic conditions evolved by 31,500 generations 20 . Genome sequencing. Clones were sequenced on Illumina GA, GA II and GA IIx instruments. The reads were deposited in the NCBI SRA database (SRA026813). Mutations were predicted from read alignments to the ancestral genome (REL606) 25 using the breseq pipeline 47 and refined by further analyses for specific mutations. Phylogenetic analysis. The most parsimonious tree was calculated using the irreversible Camin-Sokal model 48 with presence-absence data in each genome for all mutational events. Branch lengths were calculated by a maximum likelihood procedure with additional parameters for ancestral and mutator rates of Poisson-distributed mutation accumulation. Other clones were put in clades based on Sanger sequencing to screen for 10 phylogenetically informative mutations. Expression experiments. Promoter regions for citT, rnk and the rnk-citT module were cloned into the lux reporter plasmid pCS26-pac 49 , and transformed into strains REL606, ZDB30 and ZDB172. Light emission was measured as a proxy for luciferase expression for 19 h in DM25 in 96-well plates with intermittent shaking. Assays were replicated fourfold for each construct. Primers and clones. Primer pairs used in genetic analyses and strain constructions are shown in Supplementary Table 14 . Supplementary Table 15 describes the clones used in growth-trajectory experiments. experiments. The red box shows the boundaries of the 2,933-bp amplified segment that actualized the Cit 1 function in the original long-term population. Blue boxes show citT-containing regions amplified in eight replays that produced Cit 1 mutants. Vertical black lines mark five locations where IS3 insertions produced Cit 1 mutants in six other replays.
IS3 insertion sites
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METHODS
Evolution experiment. The long-term experiment is described in detail elsewhere 13, 46 . In brief, twelve populations of E. coli B were started in 1988 and have evolved since under conditions of daily 100-fold dilutions in a minimal medium, DM25, containing 139 mM glucose and 1,700 mM citrate 46 . The populations undergo ,6.64 generations per day and had been evolving for 40,000 generations when this study began. Every 500 generations, samples were frozen at -80 uC with glycerol as a cryoprotectant. The focus of this study was population Ara-3, in which the ability to grow aerobically on citrate evolved by 31,500 generations 20 . Genomic DNA isolation. Clones were revived from frozen stocks by overnight growth in LB medium at 37 uC with aeration. DNA was extracted and purified using the Qiagen Genomic-tip 100/G kit (Qiagen). Whole-genome sequencing and mutation detection. Clones were sequenced on Illumina GA, GA II and GA IIx instruments. The resulting reads were deposited in the NCBI SRA database (SRA026813). Most data sets contain single-end reads only, but additional mate-paired libraries were obtained for ZDB30 and ZDB172. Reads were mapped to the reference genome of the ancestral strain (REL606) 25 , and mutations were predicted using the breseq computational pipeline 47 . This pipeline detects point mutations, deletions and new sequence junctions that may indicate IS-element insertions or other rearrangements, as described in its online documentation. Large duplications and amplifications were predicted manually by examining the depth of read coverage across each genome.
Mutation lists (Supplementary Table 2 ) were further refined by manually reconstructing the most plausible series of events generating the observed differences. This procedure involved: (1) splitting predicted changes into multiple mutations based on phylogenetic relationships, (2) assigning mutations to genomes when a subsequent mutational event prevented their detection (for example, an SNP within a later deletion), and (3) correcting false positives for a handful of difficult-to-predict mutations by examining alignments and coverage in all clones. After these procedures, 17 homoplasies remained in the phylogeny, most of which seem to indicate mutational hot spots: 9 are IS-element insertions at specific sites, 7 are insertions or deletions at the boundaries of IS elements, and only 1 is a single-base substitution not associated with an IS element. Given these signatures, it is likely that these mutations occurred independently in multiple lineages.
The copy number and configuration of the citT module were estimated from the number of reads overlapping the new rnk-citT sequence junction relative to the two original flanking-sequence junctions, and from the average read-depth in this region relative to a single-copy region ( Supplementary Table 9 ). Phylogenetic analysis. An initial parsimony-based tree was calculated using presence-absence data for all mutational events in each genome using the dnapars program from PHYLIP. Branch lengths were recalculated using an irreversible Camin-Sokal model 48 , because the ancestral states are known and reversions unlikely given the genome size and number of mutations observed. A maximumlikelihood model was then used to estimate branching times and two mutation rates, one for non-mutator branches and one for mutator branches. The model fixed the generation when each clone was sampled and assumed that mutations accumulated on branches according to a Poisson process.
Ten mutations in nine genes (ybaL, nadR, hemE, cspC, yaaH, leuA, tolR, arcB and gltA) were identified as phylogenetically informative based on their association with particular clades in the Ara-3 population ( Supplementary Table 10 ). Sanger sequencing of PCR-amplified gene fragments was used to determine the presence or absence of these mutations in replay clones, which were then mapped onto the phylogeny using the keys in Supplementary Fig. 4 . Owing to the large number of clones and genes under consideration, not all genes were sequenced for all clones. Supplementary Table 11 shows the data and phylogenetic assignments. Supplementary Table 14 shows the primer pairs used to amplify each locus. PCR screens for cit amplifications. The cit amplification was detected in population samples and clones by PCR amplification across the rnk-citG junction using outward-directed primers specific to citT ( Supplementary Table 14 ). When screening population samples, three reactions were run for each time point, and the template was a 1:10 dilution of the frozen sample for that generation. Expression experiments. Expression was measured using luciferase-based reporter constructs. The complete upstream regions for the native citT and rnk genes were PCR-amplified from the cognate reporters from the E. coli transcriptional library 50 using the primers pZE05 and pZE07. The intergenic region of the evolved rnk-citT module was amplified from Cit 1 clone ZDB172 using primers nctForward and nctReverse (Supplementary Table 14 ). The PCR products were cloned into the low-copy (1-2) plasmid pCS26-pac, which contains a kanamycin resistance gene and the luciferase operon (luxCDABE) 49 . Each plasmid was transformed into clones REL606, ZDB30 and ZDB172.
Before the expression assays, strains were grown in a 96-well plate (BD Biosciences) in 200 ml per well of DM25 supplemented with 50 mg ml 21 kanamycin, with constant shaking at 37 uC for two 24-h cycles for acclimation. Fresh overnight cultures were then diluted 100-fold into a black, clear-bottomed 96-well plate (9520 Costar, Corning), with 150 ml per well of DM25, and covered with a breathable sealing membrane (Nunc) to prevent evaporation. Light emission was measured using a Wallac Victor 2 plate reader (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences) every 20 min for 19 h with 90 s of 2-mm orbital shaking before each reading. Assays were run in quadruplicate in the same plate. Isogenic strain construction. A single-copy chromosomal rnk-citT module was placed in a Citbackground using the 'gene gorging' method 51 . Owing to problems inherent to the manipulation of amplified genes, we did not attempt to move an entire citT amplification segment. Instead, we engineered a cit amplification junction containing the rnk promoter from three smaller fragments that were PCR-amplified from the 32,000-generation Cit 1 clone ZDB172. The first fragment contained the cit amplification junction (citAmpJ), including the rnk promoter region, and was PCR-amplified using the primers citTAmpJ F and citTAmpJ R (Supplementary Table 14 ). The second fragment contained the citT-citG junction (citT-citG) and was PCR-amplified using the primers citT-citG F and citT-citG R. The third fragment contained sequence internal to the citG gene (citGfrag) and was PCR-amplified using citGfrag F and citGfrag R. Each primer pair was designed with restriction sites that allowed ligation of the fragments to a hybrid construct in which the cit amplification junction, including the rnk promoter, was embedded within .500 bp of the citG flanking sequence. The assembled module was then PCR-amplified using citT-citG Gorge F and citGfrag R (Supplementary Table 14 ). The forward primer incorporated an I-SceI restriction site required for the gene-gorging procedure, which was then performed as described elsewhere 51 . We screened for putative transformants by performing PCR and testing for a Cit 1 phenotype based on a positive reaction on Cristensen's Citrate Agar 52 . Successful constructs were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Growth trajectories. Strains of interest ( Supplementary Table 15 ) were revived from frozen stocks by growing them in LB, and they were then acclimated by two 24-h culture cycles in DM25. Next, 100 ml of each culture was diluted into 9.9 ml of DM25, and 200 ml aliquots were placed into randomly assigned wells in a 96-well plate. For all pZBrnk-citT transformants, the medium was supplemented with 100 mg ml 21 ampicillin to ensure plasmid retention. Growth trajectories were replicated six-to eightfold for each strain. To limit evaporation, strains were grown in the innermost 60 wells, whereas the outermost 36 wells were filled with 300 ml of saline buffer. When assays ran longer than 96 h, the buffer was replenished after 96 h. OD 420 nm was measured every 10 min by a VersaMax automated plate reader (Molecular Devices). Plates were shaken orbitally for 5 s before each measurement, but were otherwise stationary. Fitness assays. Relative fitness was measured in competition experiments described elsewhere 46 . In brief, we inoculated 0.05 ml each of acclimated cultures of ZDB595 and ZDB63, an Ara 1 mutant of ZDB30, into 9.9 ml of DM25 with tenfold replication. Initial densities were measured by dilution plating on tetrazolium arabinose (TA) plates, on which ZDB595 and ZDB63 made red and white colonies, respectively. The cultures were then propagated for three daily transfer cycles, and the final densities were measured using TA plates. Relative fitness was calculated as the ratio of the realized growth rates of the competitors over the course of the experiment 46 . Isolation of Citrevertants. Three 10-ml LB broth cultures were inoculated with 15 ml from the frozen stock of 33,000-generation Cit 1 clone CZB154. After overnight growth at 37 uC, the cultures were diluted 10 6 -fold, and 100 ml was transferred to 30 flasks, ten containing 9.9 ml of DM25, ten containing 9.9 ml of DM25 without citrate, and ten containing 9.9 ml of M9 broth (a citrate-free minimal medium) with 25 mg ml 21 glucose. The 30 cultures were incubated at 37 uC, and propagated through six daily 1:100 serial dilutions. Each culture was then diluted 10 4 -fold, and 100 ml were spread onto each of eight TA plates. The plates were incubated for ,24 h at 37 uC, and colonies were patched onto TA and Minimal Citrate (MC) plates. Clones that grew on TA plates, but not on MC plates, were then streaked onto Christensen's agar. Those clones that did not produce a Cit 1 reaction on Christensen's agar were retained as Citrevertants. Up to 512 colonies per replicate culture were tested for loss of the Cit 1 phenotype, but only one Citrevertant was retained from any culture. Citrevertants were found in 8/10 citrate-free DM25 cultures and in 5/10 cultures containing M9 medium. No revertants were isolated from any cultures in normal DM25 medium, presumably because of the advantage that Cit 1 cells have when citrate is present. The 13 Citrevertants were tested for the presence or absence of the cit amplification by performing both PCR with the citTout F/R primer pair and citTspecific Southern blotting with EcoRV-digested genomic DNA ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 14 ).
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